Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) is an approach to calculate the semantic relatedness between two words or natural language texts with the help of concepts grounded in human cognition. ESA usage has received much attention in the field of natural language processing, information retrieval and text analysis, however, performance of the approach depends on several parameters that are included in the model, and also on the text data type used for evaluation. In this paper, we investigate the behavior of using different number of Wikipedia articles in building ESA model, for calculating the semantic relatedness for different types of text pairs: word-word, phrasephrase and document-document. With our findings, we further propose an approach to improve the ESA semantic relatedness scores for words by enriching the words with their explicit context such as synonyms, glosses and Wikipedia definitions.
Introduction
Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) is a distributional semantic model (Harris, 1954) that computes the relatedness scores between natural language texts by using high dimensional vectors. ESA builds the high dimensional vectors by using the explicit concepts defined in human cognition. Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2007) introduced the ESA model in which Wikipedia and Open Directory Project 1 was used to obtain the explicit concepts. ESA considers every Wikipedia article as a unique explicit topic. It also assumes that the articles are topically orthogonal. However, recent work (Gottron et al., 2011) has shown that by using the documents from Reuters corpus instead of Wikipedia articles can also achieve comparable results. ESA model includes various parameters (Sorg and Cimiano, 2010 ) that play important roles on its performance. Therefore, the model requires further investigation in order to better tune the parameters.
ESA model has been adapted very quickly in different fields related to text analysis, due to the simplicity of its implementation and the availability of Wikipedia corpus. Gabrilovich and Markovitch (2007) evaluated the ESA against word relatedness dataset WN353 (Finkelstein et al., 2001 ) and document relatedness dataset Lee50 (Lee et al., 2005) by using all the articles from Wikipedia snapshot of 11 Nov, 2005 . However, the results reported using different implementations (Polajnar et al., 2013) (Hassan and Mihalcea, 2011) of ESA on same datasets (WN353 and Lee50) vary a lot, due the specificity of ESA implementation. For instance, Hassan and Mihalcea (2011) found a significant difference between the scores obtained from their own implementation and the scores reported in the original article (Gabrilovich and Markovitch, 2007) .
In this paper, first, we investigate the behavior of ESA model in calculating the semantic relatedness for different types of text pairs: word-word, phrase-phrase and document-document by using different number of Wikipedia articles for building the model. Second, we propose an approach for context enrichment of words to improve the performance of ESA on word relatedness task.
Background
The ESA model can be described as a method of obtaining the relatedness score between two texts by quantifying the distance between two high dimensional vectors. Every explicit concept represents a dimension of the ESA vector, and the associativity weight of a given word with the explicit concept can be taken as magnitude of the corresponding dimension. For instance, there is a word t, ESA builds a vector v, where v = N i=0 a i * c i and c i is i th concept from the explicit concept space, and a i is the associativity weight of word t with the concept c i . Here, N represents the total number of concepts. In our implementation, we build ESA model by using Wikipedia articles as explicit concepts, and take the TFIDF weights as associativity strength. Similarly, ESA builds the vector for natural language text by considering it as a bag of words. Let T = {t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ...t n }, where T is a natural language text that has n words. ESA generates the vector V, where V = t k T v k and v = N i=0 a i * c i . v k represents the ESA vector of a individual words as explained above. The relatedness score between two natural language texts is calculated by computing cosine product of their corresponding ESA vectors.
In recent years, some extensions (Polajnar et al., 2013) (Hassan and Mihalcea, 2011) (Scholl et al., 2010) have been proposed to improve the ESA performance, however, they have not discussed the consistency in the performance of ESA. Polajnar et al. (2013) ever, the correlation scores decreases monotonously in the case of word pairs as the number of articles goes down. In the case of document pairs, ESA produces similar results until the value of N is chosen according to K = 1000, but after that, it decreases quickly because the number of articles becomes too low for making a good enough ESA model. All this indicates that word-word relatedness scores have a strong impact of changing the N in comparison of document-document or phrase-phrase text pairs. An explanation to this is that the size of the ESA vector for a word solely depends upon the popularity of the given word, however, in the case of text, the vector size depends on the popularity summation of all the words appearing in the given text. It suggests that the word relatedness problem can be reduced to short text relatedness by adding some related context with the given word. Therefore, to improve the ESA performance for word relatedness, we propose an approach for context enrichment of words. We perform context enrichment by concatenating related context with the given word and use this context to build the ESA vector, which transforms the word relatedness problem to phrase relatedness.
Context Enrichment
Context enrichment is performed by concatenating the context defining text to the given word before building the ESA vector. Therefore, instead of building the ESA vector of a word, the vector is built for the short text that is obtained after concatenating the related context. This is similar to classical query expansion task Pantel and Fuxman, 2011) , where related concepts are concatenated with a query to improve the information retrieval performance. We propose three different methods to obtain related context: 1) WordNetbased Context Enrichment 2) Wikipedia-based Context Enrichment, and 3) WikiDefinition-based Context Enrichment.
WordNet-based Context Enrichment
WordNet-based context enrichment uses the WordNet synonyms to obtain the context, and concatenates them into the given word to build the ESA vector. However, WordNet may contain more than one synset for a word, where each synset represents a different semantic sense. Therefore, we obtain more than one contexts for a given word, by concatenating the different synsets. Further, we calculate ESA score of every context of a given word against all the contexts of the other word which is being compared, and consider the highest score as the final relatedness score. For instance, there is a given word pair "train and car", car has 8 different synsets that build 8 different contexts, and train has 6 different synsets that build 6 different contexts. We calculate the ESA score of these 8 contexts of car to the 6 contexts of train, and finally select the highest obtained score from all of the 24 calculated scores.
Wikipedia-based Context Enrichment
In this method, the context is defined by the word usage in Wikipedia articles. We retrieve top 5 Wikipedia articles by querying the articles' content, and concatenate the short abstracts of the retrieved articles to the given word to build the ESA vector. Short abstract is the first two sentences of Wikipedia article and has a maximum limit of 500 characters. In order to retrieve the top 5 articles from Wikipedia for a given word, we build an index of all Wikipedia articles and use TF-IDF scores. We further explain our implementation in Section 5.1.
WikiDefinition-based Context Enrichment
This method uses the definition of a given word from Wikipedia. To obtain a definition from Wikipedia, we first try to find a Wikipedia article on the given word by matching the Wikipedia title. As definition, we take the short abstract of the Wikipedia article. For instance, for a given word "train", we take the Wikipedia article with the title "Train" 2 . If there is no such Wikipedia article, then we use the previous method "Wikipedia-based Context Enrichment" to get the context defining text for the given word. In contrary to the previous method for defining context, here we first try to get a more precise context as it comes from the Wikipedia article on that word only.
After obtaining the definition, we concatenate it to the given word to build the ESA vector. At the time of experimentation, we were able to find 339 words appearing as Wikipedia articles out of 437 unique words in the WN353 dataset. In this section, we describe the implementation of ESA and the parameters used to build the model. We build an index over all Wikipedia articles from the pre-processed Wikipedia dump from November 11, 2005 (Gabrilovich, 2006) . We use Lucene 3 to build the index and retrieve the articles using TF-IDF scores. As described in section 3, we build 20 different indices with different values of total number of articles (N).
Results and Discussion
To evaluate the effect of the aforementioned approaches for context enrichment, we compare the results obtained by them against the results generated by ESA model as a baseline. We calculated the scores on WN353 word pairs dataset by using ESA, WordNet-based Context Enrichment (ESA CEWN), Wikipedia-based Context Enrichment (ESA CEWiki) and WikiDefition-based Context Enrichment (ESA CEWikiDef). Further, we examine the performance of context enrichment approaches by reducing the total number of articles taken to build the model. Figure 2 shows that the proposed methods of context enrichment significantly improve over the ESA scores for different values of N. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the ESA performance for three different types of text pairs: word-word, phrase-phrase and document-document. We showed that ESA scores varies significantly for word relatedness measure with the change in the number (N) and length (≈K which is the number of unique words) of the Wikipedia articles used for building the model. Further, we proposed context enrichment approaches for improving word relatedness computation by ESA. To this end, we presented three different approaches: 1) WordNet-based, 2) Wikipediabased, and 3) WikiDefinition-based, and we realized that concatenating the context defining text improves the ESA performance for word relatedness task. 
